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Abstract: 

With the emergence of Internet, and the easy accessibility, the number of users using the service has grown manifold. Along with 

it, the amount of data being shared over the Internet has also increased. Hence the need for analysing such huge data is very  

important for any business to survive. Nowadays, when the customers purchase any product from E-commerce sites, the first 

thing they look for is the reviews about that product. But going through each and every review about the product is really a 

cumbersome task. So this study aims to automate the process of gathering the reviews, analysing the sentiments in them, and 

presenting them in the form of informative charts and graphs and give recommendations, which can benefit both the customers as 

well as the businesses. This can help the businesses to have an edge over their competitors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the expansion of e-commerce, the numbers of people that 

buy the products and review them online have increased 

tremendously. Product reviews are fundamental in help ing cus -

tomers make decisions about other similar products, which 

may be confusing. These reviews may be positive, negative or 

neutral in nature. Opinion min ing is also called as sentiment 

analysis which involves building a system to gather and ex-

amine opinions about the product made in reviews. Important 

informat ion can be obtained from reviews that can guide the 

customers into buying the right product, also help choosing 

between 2 products. Such informat ion would also be valuable 

to the manufacturer of the product which could then take 

efforts to develop a better product. The reviews exist in natural 

language in an unorganized fashion. To extract statistical 

informat ion from such reviews could give us knowledge not 

only about a particular product but also its specific features. 

Thus, a system that analyses product reviews and performs 

sentiment analysis would be beneficial to the user as well as 

the manufacturer of products. 

 

“I like Samsung’s camera ,but the battery life sucks” 

This statement is an example of mixed emot ions. Hence in  

Such cases it is important to extract the relevant reviews    

about a particular feature instead of taking the sentiment of the 

whole statement. 

 

II. EXIS TING S YSTEMS  

 

Most of the existing systems do not analyze the credibility of 

the reviews; Many of them do not take into account the fake 

reviews as well of neutral reviews and in part apply the 

incorrect method of classificat ion of the product. 

 

Prashant Kumar Singh et al. [4] automated the process of 

gathering user review data fo r a part icular product from any 

ecommerce platform and analyzed those reviews in terms of 

the sentiments expressed about specific features of the product. 

It involved: filtering of unwanted reviews; tokenizing the 

reviews into set of sentences, which were further broken down 

to a set of tags of which later dependencies were calculated 

like that of an ad jective and noun; Quantitative analysis of 

sentiment by ext racting tags that store sentiment and scoring 

them on the basis of implication; Visualizing the sentiment 

ratings and the quantitative results generated in the 

intermediary steps on the basis of features. These results could 

be used to improve business outcomes and ensure a very high 

level of customer satisfaction. 

 

Sentiment Analysis is discussed in [1]. The authors 

implemented Dynamic language model and Naive Bayes 

classifier algorithms for Opinion Mining and have compared  

the efficiency. They also have thrown the light on fake review 

detection. [2] Talks about crawling the web to get all the 

informat ion about a particular product and their reviews. It also 

stresses the importance of polar words in detecting the 

sentiment. Yan Luo and Wei Huang in [3] weighs up the 

construction of web scraper which can be used to extract data 

from HTML pages.[5] discusses association Rule Min ing for 

feature extraction fo llowed by Support Vector Mechanis m. 

The authors have used Apriori algorithm to reduce the total 

number of itemset permutations. 

 
Mohamed Dermouche, Julien Velcin in [6] elaborates on 

relation between fondness of a particular product and opinions 

regarding them. They have proposed Topic Aware Topic 

Sentiment Model which evaluates the aspects mentioned in 

[23] and compares the results to ground truth. [7] studies the 

sampling technique to handle imbalance data set. The problem 

of imbalanced data distribution was resolved using a classifier 

technique for review spam detection. [8] exp lores new 

algorithm ”Decision Tree” in addition to Naive Bayes, Support 

Vector Machine[5] for opinion Mining. Qi Zhang and Yuanbin 

Wu in [9] have prepared the sentiment graph from the reviews. 

The end points or peaks of the graphs are the ones discussed in 

[24]. [10][11] Deliberates upon the methods to detect the fake 

reviews. Over polarity, false duplicates, irrelevance of the re-

views are some of the methods to detect fake reviews. The 

application SentiStrength to understand the emotions in the 

reviews is discussed by the authors in [12]. [13] Throws a light 

on Stanford Core NLP to classify the words in the review as 
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positive or negative. Basant Agarwal in [14] discusses the Part 

of Speech tagging to tag the words in the phrase. [15] stresses 

the importance of frequency classification and statistical data 

analysis to improve the accuracy of the mined results. The 

application used for the experiment was done in VB.NET and 

NLTK was used instead of NLP.Xu Xueke , et.al in [17] states 

that unsupervised algorithm usage can’t give the required high 

accuracy and proposes the approaches of using lexicon and 

comparing the results with existing models. A particular 

product or feature. Hence, it is important that our system be 

able to analyze the review and decipher the complex words or 

structure of language used. This would be possible by the use 

of a powerful dictionary or stronger rule-based and 

association-based mining. The existing systems lacked the 

feature of product timeline analysis, that is, how the product 

performs in the market with time. With the accounting of 

positive or negative reviews for a product, we can estimate the 

product popularity and thus its performance as compared to 

other products in the market. With the type of products a 

reviewer rev iews, and the content of the reviews, it is also 

possible to build a recommendation engine that would suggest 

the user, products that cater to his or her liking, a feature which  

is not present in most of the existing systems. 

 

III. LACUNAE IN EXISTING S YSTEMS  

 
In the various systems that we studied, each of them did  

analyse reviews in some way or the other, but still lacked  

several important considerations that were crucial to the 

credibility of the product. Most of the systems could not detect 

fake reviews and reviewers. Fake review identification is 

important when we are min ing important information from the 

reviews. Reviews that have absolutely no connection to the 

product, or reviews that mislead the potential customer and 

damage the reputation of the product must be identified and 

discarded. In addition, we must keep a track of such reviewers 

who post fake rev iews and also keep a check on their reviews 

on other products. Also, though most systems could 

differentiate between positive and negative reviews, they could 

not identify neutral reviews and the effect it would have on the 

product’s rating. Neutral reviews did not use strong adjectives 

to classify them as positive or negative, but still they do 

contain important information and would classify the products 

or their features as moderately acceptable and hence must be 

accounted. They might inform the customer that a particular 

product or feature isn’t bad and also the manufacturer can get 

to know that slight improvement of a particular feature could 

boost the sales of his product. This can be done by releasing 

revised versions of the previous product instead of coming up 

with a new product. The accuracy of the existing systems 

decreased after preprocessing which is a major concern. In 

order to build a tree to classify the words in the reviews, it is 

essential to carry out preprocessing. But if doing so reduces the 

accuracy of the systems, then the whole process is pointless. 

Thus methods need to be developed to increase the accuracy 

and mine important information from the root words as well. 

Another major concern in the existing systems was the 

inability to extract in formation from reviews that were 

complex. The reviewers that provide a detailed analysis may at 

times use complex language to express their opinion about 

IV. PROPOS ED METHODOLOGY 

 

Figure.1. Block Diagram 

 

The data will be crawled from E commerce websites like 

Amazon using a crawler like Scrapy, which is a Python based 

data extraction library (thus obtaining the Amazon Review 

Database[21]) and social networking websites like Twitter 

using Tweepy .On executing the python script, the raw data(all 

the reviews and posts, which also contain stop words) will be 

extracted. To do the further processing, NLTK, which is a 

leading platform for building Python programs to work with 

human   language [22], will be used. It will include Tokenizing 

that is separating the words in a sentence, removal of -ing, ed  

(stemming) as well as redundant words like the pronouns. The 

stop words are also removed. The next step is Part of speech 

tagging in which the tokens obtained from the above step are 

tagged with figures of speech from the dictionary. For ex. 

wonderful-ad jective, etc. The third step involves categorizat ion 

of tagged words into good or bad using SentiWordnet. The 

calculated sentiment score is used for the generation of rules. 

[3] Discusses the efficiency of rule based mining to association 

mining. We propose to have the combination of both rules and 

association min ing. The ultimate step involves fake review 

detection in which the fake reviews are kept in a database. The 

fake reviews can be irrelevant opinion or wrong rating or the 

rating which uses highly polarized words [13][14]. Timeline 

analysis graph will describe the changes in the product over the 

period of time. Similarly, the report about the pros and cons of 

the product can be generated and will be useful for future 

customers or the manufacturer. The implementation has been 

discussed in brief in the next section. The recommendation 

engine will also provide the suggestions based on the viewer 

history and the products reviewed. 

 

V. PROPOS ED IMPLEMENTATION 

 

To provide a uniform experience across mult iple platforms, a 

web interface will be designed, which will show informat ion 

and reports generated by our system in an organized and 

responsive way. The website will be powered by Django on 
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the back end. The database will be NoSQL. MongoDB driven 

since huge amount of data will be stored, and traditional 

database systems are slow. NLTK [22] is one of the most 

popular and robust Python libraries made to work with human 

language data which will be used in sync along with Stanford  

Core NLP. django-graphos will be used to visually represent 

data on the site. Initially the system will be trained using an 

existing product review dataset from Amazon. But to further 

increase accuracy and relevance, every time a user requests for 

a product, the crawler will scrape data from the Amazon 

product page and mine the updated reviewer data. The web 

scraper will also be designed in Python over the scrapy 

module, which will only run on demand, to conserve data 

resources. The tool that we will be using for the POS tagging is 

the Stanford CoreNLP. CoreNLP is the java based application 

which classifies the words into nouns, verbs, etc. Although 

commonly based on Java, it can be further extended to 

languages like python, C sharp, etc. Stanford CoreNLP is a 

light weight API which performs the following steps 

tokenize(Converts text into sequence of tokens, available in  

various languages), cleans XML(removes large number of 

XML tags), Splits the sentence into words, does the POS 

tagging using min imum entropy POS tagger, adds gender to 

the known informat ion and finally provides the parsed 

sentence. The stop words will be removed after writing the 

python code and the porter algorithm will be used for 

stemming. Our algorithms will itself run in Python since 

Django(Python based)is powering our website. 

 

VI. CONCLUS IONS 

 

In the proposed system we analyze the reviews based on user’s 

sentiments. The system also generates  reports for the 

manufacturers as well as customers. A dashboard of all the 

products will be created wherein the user can view the product 

and its ratings based on reviews, also the user can get to know 

about the features of the product. Thus, it would be easier for 

users looking out for a specific set of features, to make a 

correct choice of a product. Also, due to feature based product 

analysis, manufacturers can get to know the exact reason of the 

failure of their product. Manufacturers can identify the features 

which were not found to be up to the mark based on the 

reviews, and thus work upon them to deliver a better product. 

Since the opinion of a product changes over time, time line 

analysis is a key concept introduced. The user can view the 

performance of the product over time and can compare it with 

similar products available in the market. Since our analysis is 

totally review based, a product’s popularity would be a 

reflection of the product’s quality. With declining popularity, 

users can look for better products which serve the same 

purpose. The system also gives product recommendation to 

customer if the currently viewed product has negative opinion 

overall. A lso by keeping a track of the kind of products a user 

reviews, we aim to build a recommendation engine that would 

suggest similar products to the user based upon his liking for 

products. Also due the ever increasing competition between 

various manufacturers, and the wide variety of options 

available to the customers, the churn rate of customers is high. 

So the manufacturers can use the system for customer churn 

management. 
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